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Abstract

Market Models provides an authoritative and up–to–date trea
financial analysis. Written by a leading figure in the field of fin
address the vital techniques required for model selection and
decisions, about the pricing, the data, the statistical methodolo
implementation. It is important to make the right choices and
insights at every stage. In each of the 13 Chapters, Market Mod
theoretical developments. The accompanying CD contains spr

implement and adapt many of the examples. The pricing of op
returns; the use of Monte Carlo simulation to calculate the VaR
to allow for fat–tailed P&L distributions; the calculation of imp
term structure forecasting; principal components analysis; and
many new insights to the pricing and hedging of options with
uncertainty which surrounds these key determinants of option
is covered where the main focus is on a linear algebraic appro
analysis are developed as key tools for the analysis of financia
approach is also explained with coverage ranging from the ap
funds, to high–frequency data prediction using neural network
text the emphasis is on understanding concepts and implemen
a very wide audience: the coverage is comprehensive and com
largely self–contained. Market Models: A Guide to Financial D
in market risk measurement, quantitative trading and investm
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